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About This Game

Description: The game takes you to a prehistoric era, when the world was full of unknown dangers and difficulties. You will
have to take on the role of a primitive, who finds a labyrinth with caves full of amber. Then your fellow tribesmen know about it

and intend to take the treasures. Collect all the amber stones first, escaping attacks of giant bees, bloodthirsty beetles, bats and
dinosaurs.

Features:

20 challenging levels

Different bonuses: nuts, hammers and other

Original graphics

Dynamic soundtrack

To restore health you need to find nuts.

To destroy the stones, you need to find a stone hammer.

After collecting all the amber stones, you need to find a way out.
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iru a cute
too bad she sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I haven't played many tower defense games, but this was very entertaining. Cats
are cute, and you can zoom in to get a close look at them as your towers are vaporizing them. Took around 11hrs for me to
complete - the last level was quite a challenge.

You play in god mode, and move the world around, and zoom in and out with the grip buttons. There are fixed towers for
weapon placement which can be bought by using a laser pointer to select the tower and then chose the weapon. Plenty of
different maps, each progressively more difficult and with more upgrade options. Once you've played through the missions,
there are some survive-as-long-as-you can maps.. There are several tech issues with game

Game play appears to be unuseable if you experience a robber. Plant dryer is glitched.. I appreciate this game on 8/10. I like the
game, but there some serious annoyances. First the good. I love how the exploration ships are used for more than just
exploration. That idea alone is brilliant.

The thought of purchasing your war ships through private companies and performing research through those companies is a
great idea, but I do not feel it was implemented well. Perhaps if each company specialized in something or gave you a patented
technology that only they could provide, or some incentive to pick one company over the other then it would be outstanding.

The game has that "Just one more turn" feeling to it, I did find myself wanting to see how something would improve my
situation once it was finished being (built or researched).

That is pretty much the end of the good for me.

When I first read the description of the game where it described how you have to use media against your enemies and for your
friends, I thought that is a great idea. Unfortunately, it is horribly implemented in this game. First the concept of how it works is
pretty vague. I pictured it my mind that I would run some negative propaganda against my foe, and he would do the same and a
short while later we would be at war, but the reality is the opposite. In my game every time I ran negative media against
someone, they responded with positive media, which pretty much negates my negative media, which ends in neither of us going
to war.

As a sidenote, I find it ironically funny that I can run a propaganda item that says my enemy has been crossing our border
illegally, but I can't actually cross my enemies border to attempt to start a war because we are not at war.

Unfortunately, I was unable to experience any combat in my game as I could not declare war on anyone and could not start a war
no matter how hard I tried. The media idea needs to be rethought in my opinion, or just scrapped all together. If there is one
good thing about the media portion of the game it is that you can influence your own population to provide research bonuses, or
defense bonuses, etc.

Five races seems to be a bit slim, perhaps the developer is planning on adding more in an expansion pack.

It seems to be pretty stable, I did not run into any gameplay issues, no crashes.

I really hope the developer can make the game better, there are some great ideas here, but I feel it just needs more playtesting to
iron out the wrinkles in the gameplay.
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its pretty good. I got about 5 local coop vr games and i find this one the most intersting to play with company. A must buy in my
opinion. It already has an acceptable number of sports but i still wish it had more even if they are to come as dlc. This is not
really a management style game. It's more of a coach style game. The management aspects are few and don't really give a
managing feel, other than the salary negotiations, which are very simplistic (can't offer much in the way of perks, just cash,
contract length, and locking in the contract so you can't fire them, that's it).

The combat is mandatory. As a manager, I'd just as soon send them off to do their jobs, and not have to hold their hand through
the combat. But that's not an option.

The combat has some significant balance issues, at least at the levels I've played at thus far. Some abilities are FAR more
impactful than others, not a matter of A or B, it's a matter of "you'll always want to have A, and always want to not fight A,
while B is meaningless at best and shows no signs of ever being particularly worthwhile". Talent trees, for lack of a better term,
aren't as fleshed out as they could be. You start with one skill per hero, that's what you get. You can't pick the skill. You can't
tell them "ditch that, get something else that your class can use," you just get what you get.

I found the tutorial to be...bad. Didn't really explain things very well, it was tedious, and it was locked into DO THIS THEN
THIS THEN THIS with very little "WHY". I learned more in 10 minutes of playing and stumbling around on my own than I did
in the tutorial.

Starting the game, you get to select one of a group of heroes. Checking their skills, there will usually be one with 2-3 good traits
and no bad ones, and the rest of the heroes have 1-3 bad traits. Not a whole lot of choice there. For the initial pick of one hero,
why not all the heroes being equal with no bad stuff? It's your ONE starting hero. By making them all equally GOOD, not
equally mediocre/bad, at least you'd be able to choose between classes, instead of "well, this is the only hero that's actually worth
having, even though his class kind of sucks for being so early in the game".

Frankly, I can't see why this game has so many positive reviews. I'm still trying to work with it, but...I can't recommend this
game to anyone. Even with a "it's still in testing" caveat. It's just not living up to the name, and it's not very good. But who
knows, maybe it'll get better. I spent the money, might as well try.. I paid for the game, and was looking forward to playing it,
but it won't work in windows 7. Is there a way to play it in windows 7. Thanks. A truly breathtaking calming puzzler.
This game is amazing, the vivid visual effects, astonishing; the music and sfx, sublime; the hard yet not (usually) too demanding
level design, ingenious; and the gradual additions of new game mechanics, perfect.
For only $4.99, this game is a bargain. I would happily have paid double that for the same content.
Overall, a great, peaceful puzzle game, with almost minimalistic graphic design and the ability to make the player feel smart
after completing its levels.. Not too bad of a game so far. Personally I'm going to wait until it is fully finished so I can play all
the way through a path. Also I hope there might be an option to skip certain sections if you have completed it once, ones that
don't really change depending on your path.. One of the greatest real-time operational wargames ever conceived. The fact that
people can get in on a couple scenarios for free is huge, because most of us, who have played this for several years already had
to drop $30-40 to figure just how good this game is. Now people who love this kind of game don't have to commit a bunch of
cash and get to experience the game engine firsthand.. It's a grabbag of SHMUPS as one; Your fighter is almost like a R-9A
Arrowhead but with a prototype Wave cannon that adapts to your main weapon's module, it charges up like in Nanostray as you
collect Stardust from defeated enemies to power up your Beam Bar. You face off an onslaught of enemies like in Soldner-X
(and even the soundtrack is like Soldner-X almost!), as if that's not enough, there's even a super-aggressive Bigcore who is
armed to the bone: he has blade wings, but chop those off and he becomes another Teto-Ran who's actually more focused on
throwing plasma at you this time (lol I couldn't help but chuckle at seeing that angry Bigcore pull that off!) It's not an easy flight
but certainly worth a go! Feel free to sortie today! :). Doesn't feel like it has a lot to offer in terms of replayability ... after one or
two failed attempts I felt like I'd seen everything the game had to offer, and it wasn't very intriguing.

There just doesn't feel like there's a lot of depth to the game... having only one character to control instead of a whole squad
makes things proceed in a fairly simple matter: walk up to dude, empty your clip, hope you don't die in the process. Repeat.
Repeat. Sometimes you pick up things to help.

How you manuever your character relative to enemies has very, very little effect on gameplay... if any. If you sneak up on a
character who is facing away from you and fire your gun, well ... in that same instant, the enemy manages to spin a full 180
degrees and land a bullet in your chest armor, so positioning and manuevering in this game means nothing.
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Kudos for trying a simultaneous move/turn system, but the end result is that you have all the enemies moving the same speed as
you, and most of them have the same range as you. The end result ends up being that once you're engaged in a fight, there is
little-to-no hope of disengaging from the fight to set up a defensive position or do a tricky manuever on the enemy, or whatever
... you just both continually fire on each other, hoping that the enemy dies first.. Best remedy to get rid of stress.
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